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SUMMARY
Let the computer do the work! I've been building, automating and securing infrastructure for decades in all kinds of UNIX
environments, from AIX to FreeBSD to RHEL. My primary interests these days are clever uses for git and learning Rust.

Recent Employment History
Wells Fargo
Information Security Engineer, Crypto Infrastructure Management & Engineering :: Feb 2019 – July 2019
A contract through Apex Systems, 6 months. Day to day duties included engineering and documentation of server builds,
including establishing baseline security configs, SSL/TLS certificate deployments,  capacity monitoring and planning,
drift monitoring, server decommissions, BCP failover testing, crypto appliance firmware updates and patch deployments
in a highly regulated and secure environment.  I also worked on creating various REST API clients,  scripted various
information-gathering tools in bash and powershell to assist in inventory documentation, and assisted in various on-call
emergencies related to data center outages and service degradation.

American Airlines
Senior Administrator , IT Operations :: Feb. 2016 – Feb 2019
Automation and Agile methodology are the goals at American Airlines. While I started out as the DNS and FTP admin
(which required a fair amount of GnuPG and scripting experience), I quickly brought git, Ansible and Satellite into our
environment, promoting team collaboration and automating system patching.  I deployed SPECTRE mitigations,  TLS
upgrades and planned successful OS migrations for a wide variety of modern and obsolete RHEL and CentOS versions.
In addition to maintaining the everyday operations of the world's largest airline and continuing to serve as the Repo
Manager, I'm currently working on deploying LDAP/Kerberos and getting more involved in Morpheus and Jenkins. 

Limelight Networks
Systems Engineer :: Nov. 2013 - Nov. 2015
At LLNW I often engaged in death battles with recalcitrant RAID controllers (MSI, 3ware, etc) and other bits of ancient
hardware, but I also got to deploy and maintain Splunk, install and configure the OpenText Cordys BPM Suite, and build
and deploy a globally redundant and geo-aware set of SMTP relays for each continent, powered by postfix, DNS-XD,
cfengine and Zabbix monitoring. 

I won an award for quick action in dealing with a flooded data center (!) my first week on the job, assisted in migrating to
a new data center, both physically and in standardizing key servers in each POP and getting them into configuration
management, managed and maintained the LLNW software repositories (apt, rpm, etc), and set up an automated VM
provisioning and testing suite with Jenkins, serverspec, KVM, an in-house provisioning setup, all with some scripting to
tie it all together. 

Mars Space Flight Facility
Senior Systems Administrator :: Apr. 2007 - Nov. 2013
Managed a pair of NetApp heads controlling 215Tb of data, including hardware and software upgrades, deduplication,
aggregate creation and maintenance and solving the occasional hardware fault. Designed a complete disaster recovery
system with offsite tape backup and weekly random recovery tests. Built and managed a high-traffic mail server and spam
filtering system, and managed a number of large-volume mailing lists supporting our Education and Public Outreach
department. Helped design and deploy Xen virtualization across the network, including a 48-node virtual cluster and our
redundant mapservers powering JMARS, our mission planning software.

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Science Operations Center
Senior Systems Administrator :: Apr. 2007 - Nov. 2013
Built  out and managed the critical infrastructure for a NASA moon mission, including design and implementation of
targeting systems, public displays, 1.5 petabytes of network storage, backup and disaster recovery, network and power
redundancy, and secure data exchange between Mission Ops and the SOC, across two redundant data centers. Managed
servers and system imaging software, including SystemImager and puppet, acted as the facility's postmaster, maintaining
a  postfix/amavis/clamav/mailman  setup  and  responding  to  user  Spam complaints.  Designed  and  supported  network
monitoring software (nagios/cacti) to alert admins of site issues.


